Saona Island

This
is the biggest Island
surrounding in the Dominican
Republic and a natural reserve
filled with the explosive beauty of
the local flora & fauna. A unique
sensation of white sandy beaches,
clear
turquoise
waters
and
countless palm trees, while sailing
the Caribbean waters on a
Catamaran and splashing on
speedboats into the national.

Outback Safari

Visit to the second largest city of
the
Dominican
Republic,
Santiago, where the best cigars
of the country are made. After
visiting the cigar fabric and the
monument of Santiago, we will go
on towards Jarabacoa to enjoy
the waterfalls.

Caribbean Festival

A combination of culture, ecology
and fun! Transfers on tropical
dominican style busses. A cruise
along the Bavaro coastline with a
stop at the colorful tropical reefs.
Snorkel and swim with the Nurse
Sharks and Sting Rays. We finish
the trip in a festive atmosphere with
Dominican carnaval. Open bar of
alcoholic beverages.

Manati Park

Santo Domingo City Tour

Monster Truck

Have fun with animals! Fantastic
dolphins, sea lions, parrots,
dancing horses’ super shows...
The Manati Park is the unique
park in Bavaro where interaction
with animal is a dream come true!
Don’t miss the opportunity to
swim with our friendly dolphins.

Santo Domingo, the nation Capital
is an enchanting city uniting
modern sophistication with old
world charm. It showcases a
fabulous display of Colonial
architecture
from
the
first
cathedral in the New World to the
Alcazar de Colon. Visit also other
attractions of Santo Domingo

Board our 8 x 8 Monster truck and
head off into the country through
the sugar canes, splashing through
rivers and explore the real
Dominican
Republic.
See
breathtaking landscapes while
going through backcountry roads,
rivers, streams and sugar cane
fields. Taste fresh brewed coffee
and freshly cut sugarcane.

Crazy Wheels

A 3½ hours trip, skirting the East
Coast, through areas of coconut,
coffee, cacao and plantain
plantations. Drive ATV by the
Atlantic beach with a mixture of
pleasure, emotion and adventure!

Buggy Adventure

A buggy is the perfect vehicle to
explore the Macao area with its
tropical vegetation, its local
people and country life. On the
way back to the hotel you will
enjoy the must exotic beach of
Punta Cana, “The Macao Beach”.

Animal Adventure Park

This unique park in Punta Cana is
located at the sea shore of
Cabeza de Toro. Spend an
unforgettable day together with
the sea lions, sharks, rays,
parrots and tigers.

Deep Sea Fishing

Fun Fun Cave

Join us on a marvelous half-day
of Deep Sea Fishing. The Punta
Cana area is known for its White
& Blue Marlin, Dorado, Tuna
and Barracuda. The catch is
freshly prepared at the Jelly
Fish Restaurant.

Starting on horse back. Riding
followed by hiking through the
Natural forest of Los Haitises till we
get to the mouth of the Cave.
Guided by professionals we go
down the cave by ropes (18
meters) without too much of an
effort. The interior walk through the
caves
is
approximately
3
kilometers.

Dolphin Island

Captain Cook

A once in a life time chance to
swim with Dolphins in the Sea!
Ever wanted to feel free to
caress a dolphin? Go on a boat
along the coast of Bavaro and
make your wish realize.

The best lunch in from the sea, at
the Cortecito Beach. Sea food
Parrillada
at
Captain
Cook
Restaurant. Have a pleasant ride
on a boat from your hotel or by land
in minivans.

Horseback Riding

Feel the breeze of the ocean
while riding across the beaches
of Punta Cana. Our well-cared
horses
will
take
to
an
unforgettable ride

Jurassic Safari

Explore the inland full of
plantation, mountains, rivers and
villages and go through the sugar
cane plantations on the open
back trucks. Don’t forget to take
your swimming gear for swimming
at a remote beach where you’ll
get the chance to surf the waves
and top up your tan. Includes 20
minutes horseback riding into the
country side.

Bavaro Splash

Join us in on the all splash and
dash with your own wave-runner or
motorboat for two. Be James Bond
and explore the Atlantic turquoise
water zooming across the waves
and feeling total freedom. Then
snorkel and discover the beauty of
the reefs and its colourful tropical
fishes.

